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AT8301 SPARK IGNITION ENGINES 
PART B & PART C QUESTIONS 

1. What is meant by abnormal combustion .Explain the phenomena of knock in SI engines? 
2. Explain with figures various type of combustion chambers used in CI engine. 
3. Explain the phenomenon of spray evaporation and combustion in CI engine. 
4. using the pressure crank angle diagram (P-θ) explain the different stages of desirable combustion in a SI 

engine .Also explain how abnormal combustion takes place (Pθ) diagram? 
5. Explain how the jet size & venturi size are determined for a carburetor used in SI engines. 
6. (i)Explain the various factors that affect knock in SI engines. (ii) Explain in detail about normal and 

abnormal combustion in SI engine. 
7. Explain the internationally accepted methods of measuring the following invisible emissions: (i) oxide of 

the nitrogen (ii)carbon monoxide (iii) aldehydes (iv) Unburned hydrocarbon. 
8. Explain the combustion & emission characteristics of using hydrogen in SI engine. 
9. Explain the combustion & emission characteristics of using CNG and LPG in SI engine. 
10. Discuses why a modern carburetor is being replaced by an injection system in SI engine. 
11. Explain the factors that affect the process of carburetion. 
12. Explain the following; 1.Richmixture, 2.Stoichiometric mixture 3. Lean mixture.  
13. How the power and efficiency of the SI engine vary with air- fuel ratio for different load and speed 

conditions? 
14. Explain why a rich mixture is required for the following 1.Idling 2.Maximumpower and sudden 

acceleration.  
15. What are the main factors affecting the penetration of the fuel spray in SI engines? 
16. Can alcohol be used for CI engines? Explain  
17. What are the advantages and disadvantages of using hydrogen in SI engine? 
18. Explain the possibility of using reformulated gasoline and water gasoline mixture as alternate fuel. 
19. What is a learn burn engine? What are the advantages of using learn mixture in SI engine? 
20. Explain Emission measuring techniques for SI Engines. 
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